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Abstract
The response of the early winter Northern Hemisphere stratospheric polar vortex and tropospheric Arctic Oscillation to 
anomalous autumn snow cover in Eurasia is evaluated in four operational subseasonal forecasting models. Of these four mod-
els, the two with finer stratospheric resolution simulate a weakened vortex for hindcasts initialized with more extensive snow 
as compared to those with less extensive snow, consistent with the observed effect, though the modeled effect is significantly 
weaker than that observed. The other two models fail to capture the local Western Eurasian ridge in response to enhanced 
snow, and hence their failure to simulate a stratospheric response may be due to biases in representing surface–atmosphere 
coupling rather than their coarser stratospheric resolution per se. There is no evidence of a tropospheric Arctic Oscillation 
response in early winter in any of these models, which may be related to the weakness of the stratospheric response or (in 
one model) to too-weak coupling from the stratosphere down to the surface. Overall, the possible contribution of autumn 
snowcover over Eurasia to improved predictability of the winter Arctic Oscillation in subseasonal forecast models has not 
yet been realized even in a probabilistic sense.
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1 Introduction

Variability of the Northern Hemisphere wintertime strato-
spheric polar vortex influences tropospheric weather and 
climate on timescales ranging from the subseasonal to the 
decadal (Baldwin and Dunkerton 1999; Polvani and Kushner 
2002; Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Sigmond et al. 2013; Kidston 
et al. 2015; Garfinkel et al. 2017). An anomalously strong 
vortex on average leads to the positive phase of the tropo-
spheric Northern Annular Mode (NAM; also known as the 
Arctic Oscillation or AO) (Limpasuvan et al. 2005; Tripathi 
et al. 2015b), while an anomalously weak vortex has largely 
opposite impacts (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Polvani 
and Waugh 2004; Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Kidston et al. 
2015). Deterministic predictability of the vortex is usually 
limited to two weeks (Tripathi et al. 2015a, 2016; Karpe-
chko 2018; Domeisen et al. 2020a) though on occasion can 
extend to almost four weeks (Rao et al. 2019). Probabilistic 

predictability, on the other hand, may extend for longer if the 
planetary wave flux excited in the troposphere is enhanced 
(Garfinkel and Schwartz 2017; Rao et al. 2019; Domeisen 
et al. 2020b). A source of predictability for variability of the 
polar vortex may be autumn Eurasian snow cover.

A thick snowpack tends to both increase surface albedo 
and decouple the boundary layer from the warmer soil under 
the snow due to its insulating property (Cohen and Rind 
1991). These radiative and thermodynamical processes 
at the surface can subsequently influence the large-scale 
atmospheric circulation. Specifically, more extensive snow-
cover over Eurasia has been shown to precede an increase 
in upward propagating tropospheric planetary waves which 
then drives a deceleration of the westerlies of the strato-
spheric polar night jet (Cohen et al. 2001; Saito et al. 2001; 
Cohen et al. 2002, 2014). The specific pathway whereby 
regional snow cover modulates planetary waves is likely via 
constructive interference with the climatological planetary 
waves: the climatological planetary waves are characterized 
by a ridge in Western Eurasia which projects strongly onto 
both wavenumber 1 and wavenumber 2, and an anomalous 
ridge in Western Eurasia forced by e.g., enhanced snow-
cover, constructively interferes with these climatological 
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planetary waves and leads to stronger planetary waves in the 
troposphere which can then propagate upwards (Garfinkel 
et al. 2010; Cohen and Jones 2011; Smith and Kushner 2012; 
Kretschmer et al. 2017). The net effect is that enhanced 
October Eurasian snow cover leads to a stronger flux of 
Rossby waves upwards into the stratosphere in November 
and a weaker stratospheric polar vortex in December and 
January, followed by a possible surface negative AO in 
January and February (Cohen and Entekhabi 1999; Cohen 
et al. 2007; Fletcher et al. 2009; Allen and Zender 2010) as 
recently reviewed by Henderson et al. (2018).

Many climate models cannot reproduce the connection 
between the winter AO and autumn snow cover over Eurasia 
that appears to exist in reanalysis data (Hardiman et al. 2008; 
Furtado et al. 2015; Peings et al. 2017). Potential sources 
of model error include: (i) a boundary layer that does not 
respond strongly enough to surface forcings, (ii) too-little 
interannual variability in snow cover, (iii) biased background 
planetary waves, (iv) coarse stratospheric resolution, (v) 
interference from other processes such as the Quasi-Biennial 
Oscillation which also affect the vortex, or (vi) an inability 
to maintain long-lived ridges or blocking over Western Eura-
sia after such a ridge is formed by e.g. enhanced snow cover 
(Peings et al. 2017; Garfinkel et al. 2019; Henderson et al. 
2018). Alternately it is possible that the apparent observed 
effect happened by chance.

Four single-model studies using subseasonal forecast 
models have analyzed the skill gained by initializing the 
model with degraded vs. realistic Eurasian snow, most using 
models that do not resolve the stratosphere (low-top mod-
els; Jeong et al. 2013; Orsolini et al. 2013, 2016) and one 
using a model with a lid well above the mesopause (Li et al. 
2019). These studies examined differences in forecast skill 
between pairs of experiments with realistic and alternately 
degraded initial snow states. The low-top models demon-
strate a significant increase in forecast skill in surface air 
temperature over some regions of the Arctic and Eurasia 
for up to 2 months, but the positive skill increments gener-
ally do not extend far beyond the regions that were snow-
covered. For example, Orsolini et al. (2016) used a model 
with a lid near 5hPa to study the effect of snow cover for 
the winter of 2009/2010. They found that enhanced snow 
cover led to surface cooling, stronger wave fluxes leaving 
the troposphere, a weakening of polar vortex, and a more 
persistent negative AO, though snow was not the main driver 
of the AO fluctuations. However, there is strong evidence 
that stratospheric variability and the stratospheric response 
to external perturbations are too weak in low-top models 
(Charlton-Perez et al. 2013; Hurwitz et al. 2014; Garfinkel 
et al. 2018, 2019; Rao et al. 2019; Domeisen et al. 2020a).
Li et al. (2019). formed twin 30-member ensembles of hind-
casts, with the snow initialization either degraded or realis-
tic, over the period 1985–2016 using a high-top model. In 

addition to regional improvements in surface temperature, 
the ensemble with realistic snow simulated enhanced wave 
activity fluxes into the stratosphere after a month, leading 
to a weakened polar vortex. For the 7 years characterized 
by a strongly negative phase of the AO, Li et al. (2019) find 
that snow provides a weak feedback for the negative AO. 
Overall, studies using individual models have demonstrated 
a lagged surface response to snow cover variability via the 
stratosphere. In order to better understand the role of the 
stratosphere, we here examine four distinct models, two with 
a lid well above the stratopause and two with a less well-
resolved stratosphere.

The Subseasonal-to-Seasonal (S2S) Prediction project 
(Vitart et al. 2017) has recently organized and collected a 
multi-model ensemble of hindcasts covering the past several 
decades. Here we consider whether hindcasts from the 4 S2S 
models with the requisite data availability successfully simu-
late an enhanced snow → Western Eurasian high → enhanced 
planetary wave flux → weak vortex → negative AO chain of 
connections over the past few decades. We are not aware 
of any previous multi-model study evaluating the ability of 
subseasonal forecast models to capture these connections. 
As these hindcasts are initialized with observed snow-cover 
and atmospheric conditions (including the QBO,Garfinkel 
et al. 2018), and as they are used for evaluating the skill of 
operational forecasts, they can be directly compared to the 
observed atmospheric state. Furthermore, because the ini-
tial model state resembles the observed state, we can track 
the stages in the development of the response to snow and 
pinpoint where models fail. Section 2 introduces the data 
and methods. In Sect. 3, we show that individual high-top 
S2S models can capture the first few links in this chain of 
connections, though none can capture the full chain of con-
nections. We also identify the proximate cause of this failure 
for each model.

2  Data and methods

The lagged connection between October Eurasian snow 
cover and the winter AO is evaluated in the model out-
put submitted to the S2S Prediction project (Vitart et al. 
2017). Because the observed lagged response takes more 
than a month to develop, we only include forecast cent-
ers who submitted data for at least 44 days after initializa-
tion and which also archive a product related to land snow 
cover. Four modeling centers met these criteria at the time 
we started downloading data—the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), the National 
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the Austral-
ian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), and the China Mete-
orological Administration (CMA). Table 1 summarizes the 
reforecasts analyzed in this study. For the NCEP model we 
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only downloaded nine reforecasts each month, and for the 
ECMWF model we downloaded only one reforecast each 
week, to more closely match the model output available for 
the other models. The stratosphere is more finely resolved 
in ECMWF and NCEP relative to the other forecast systems 
(Table 1), and previous work has found that the quality of 
their reforecasts and forecasts is indeed higher for processes 
involving the stratosphere (Garfinkel et al. 2018, 2019; Rao 
et al. 2019; Domeisen et al. 2020a, b). We consider forecasts 
initialized in late October (between October 16th and Octo-
ber 30th) and early November (between November 1st and 
November 15th) and consider the response to snow cover 
up to two months later, so as to focus on the season when 
observed snow cover precedes anomalous zonal wind at 10 
hPa and 60◦ N (Cohen et al. 2007). We have also examined 
early October initializations, and no forecast system shows a 
significant response to snow cover that mimics the observed 
response.

The goal of this paper is not to evaluate the fidelity of the 
snow cover initialization of the respective models. Rather, 
our focus in on whether the snow cover with which each 
hindcast was initialized has an impact on the subsequent 
evolution of the hindcast on large scales. Therefore, the 
details of how we identify high and low snow cover years 
differs among the models in order to maintain focus on 
hindcasts in which the model was actually initialized with 
anomalous snow coverage. Taking the CMA hindcasts as 
an example, we first compute the area of the region from 25 
N to 60 N and from 0 E to 180 over Eurasia that is covered 
with snow albedo values larger than 0.805 for all hindcasts 
and leads. The 0.805 threshold is chosen as the subsequent 
climatological areal coverage of snow matches that in the 
NOAA/NCDC snow extent product (https ://nsidc .org/
data/NSIDC -0046/versi ons/4; updated from Estilow et al. 
2015; Brown and Robinson 2011) over this region on the 
first day of forecasts in late October and early November. 
For the other models the threshold value is also chosen in 
order to match the climatological areal coverage of snow 
in the NOAA/NCDC snow extent product on the first day 
of forecasts in late October and early November: for the 
ECMWF model we therefore use a threshold snow albedo 
value of 0.73. For the BoM and NCEP models we use the 
snow depth water equivalent product as the snow albedo 
product is not available, and look for values larger than 2 

kg/m2 and 5 kg/m2 respectively. For consistency, we also 
show results using the snow depth water equivalent product 
for CMA and ECMWF, with a threshold of 1 kg/m2 and 5 
kg/m2 respectively. Clearly, one could have a high albedo 
but a low water equivalent if snow coverage is extensive 
but the snowpack is thin. Such a situation could mitigate 
some of the snow thermodynamical feedbacks but radiative 
effects would be strong. Conversely, relatively low albedo 
but high snow water equivalent could occur if snow cover-
age was patchy but locally deep, in which case thermody-
namic feedbacks would be stronger than radiative feedbacks. 
Many land-surface models also include a snow-aging effect 
whereby snow albedo decreases with time (e.g. ECMWF, 
Dutra et al. 2010), so one could also have low albedo but 
high snow water equivalent if there is extensive snow cover 
but the snow has aged; alternately, fresh snow over a thick 
snowpack would increase the albedo even as the thermody-
namic effect is nearly unchanged. These factors cannot be 
individually evaluated given the limited output available in 
the S2S database.

If the modeled snow coverage over the second and third 
day after initialization is greater than average for that calen-
dar date and that model, then that initialization is compos-
ited as high snow, and vice versa for below average snow 
coverage. All models maintain their anomalies in snow cover 
in the first 10 days when comparing late October initializa-
tions that were initialized with high snow as compared to 
low snow (Fig. 1), and for ECMWF there are no biases for 
the duration of reforecast (Fig. 1a). For other models biases 
in snow cover develop after the first two weeks (the lines 
corresponding to model and observations diverge), however 
the biases are less than 20% of observed snow cover. There is 
only a weak correspondence within a given season between 
anomalous snow in late October and early November; taking 
ECMWF as an example, the lag-one week autocorrelation of 
snow extent anomalies the first day of each reforecast over 
October and November is 0.28 upon averaging the individual 
autocorrelations for each autumn and over each ensemble 
member, while the lag-two week autocorrelation is negative. 
We exclude hindcasts in which the initial zonal mean wind at 
60N, 10hPa is weaker than 10m/s so as to avoid initial strato-
spheric states without a vortex on which wave propagation 
may be suppressed (Charney and Drazin 1961).

Table 1  S2S model experiments 
chosen

Model (ensemble 
members)

Years Reforecasts analyzed Vertical levels Model top

NCEP (4) 1999–2010 9 per month 64 0.02 hPa
ECMWF (11) 1996–2013 4 per month 91 0.01 hPa
BoM (33) 1981–2013 6 per month 17 10 hPa
CMA (4) 1999–2014 6 per month 40 0.5 hPa

https://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0046/versions/4
https://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0046/versions/4
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Our next step is to form composites of all hindcasts ini-
tialized during high-snow conditions and during low-snow 
conditions, and compare the weekly averaged response 
between the two composites for the duration of the hind-
casts. We also form corresponding composites based on 
these same dates but using the observed atmospheric 
state as estimated by the MERRA (modern-era retrospec-
tive analysis for research and applications; Rienecker 
et al. 2011) reanalysis. We then compare the difference 
between the high-snow and low-snow composites in the 
reforecasts and in MERRA in order to assess the fidelity 
of the response to snow in the S2S forecast systems. Note 
that each forecast system has contributed hindcasts from 
different years, and even for a given year the initialization 
dates differ among the models. We therefore subsample 
MERRA data separately for each model so as to match the 
dates simulated by each forecast system, in order to mean-
ingfully compare the modeled and observed stratospheric 
response to snow cover.

The following metrics of the extratropical circulation are 
used to quantify the strength of the snow-vortex connection: 
70◦ N and poleward area-weighted averaged geopotential 
height at 500 hPa, 100 hPa, and 10 hPa (Z500, Z100, Z10); 
zonal wind at 10hPa and 60◦ N (U10); heat flux ( v′T ′ ) at 
500hPa and 100hPa area-weighted from 40◦ N to 80◦ N for 
zonal wavenumbers 1 and 2. Note that the S2S database only 
contains data at three stratospheric levels (10 hPa, 50 hPa, 
and 100 hPa). Polar cap geopotential height and U10 are 
tightly coupled to the Northern Annular Mode (Baldwin and 
Thompson 2009). The heat flux is proportional to the verti-
cal component of the Eliassen-Palm flux, and hence heat flux 
at 100hPa serves as a proxy for wave activity in the lower 
stratosphere (e.g Newman et al. 2001). Anomalous heat flux 
at 100hPa can alternately reflect altered wave generation in 
the troposphere or altered conditions for wave propagation 
within the stratosphere (Cámara et al. 2017; White et al. 
2019), and hence we also examine 500 hPa heat flux to bet-
ter connect snow anomalies to their stratospheric response. 
We show the weekly average of the aforementioned indices 
in our figures.

A two-tailed difference of means Student t test is used to 
assess the statistical significance of the difference between 
high-snow and low-snow composites, and the null hypothe-
sis is that there is no difference between the two composites. 
Each hindcast ensemble member is considered to be a sepa-
rate degree of freedom, as we focus on the response beyond 

Fig. 1  Snow cover extent (km2 ) as a function of forecast date for the 
high snow and low snow composites, and also for all years. Weekly-
averaged observed snow cover for the dates chosen for each model is 
also shown. The threshold value of snow water equivalent (SWE) for 
classifying a gridpoint as snow covered is indicated for each model, 
and we then sum the area of all gridpoints that are classified as snow-
covered

▸
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the first week after internal variability has already led to 
differences among the ensemble members. For the observed 
response, each year is treated as one degree of freedom.

The statistical significance of differences between the 
hindcasts and MERRA in the response to snow is computed 
via a Monte Carlo resampling technique. As an example, 
taking the response of Z10 for initializations in late October 
in ECMWF:

• Step 1: We randomly select late October initializations 
from the full ECMWF hindcast ensemble to match the 
number of actual high-snow and low-snow initializations, 
without allowing the same initialization to be placed in 
both the high-snow and low-snow fictitious samples.

• Step 2: We then compute the difference in Z10 between 
the means of these fictitious high-snow and low-snow 
samples, both for ECMWF and for the corresponding 
dates in MERRA reanalysis.

• Step 3: We then compute the difference in Z10 between 
the ECMWF and MERRA responses for these fictitious 
composites.

• Step 4: Steps 1 through 3 are repeated 3000 times, with 
different initializations randomly selected for the ficti-
tious high-snow and low-snow composites. We then com-
pute the bottom and top 2.5% quantiles of the difference 
between the ECMWF and MERRA without making any 
assumption on the nature of the distribution, to which 
we compare the actual difference between ECMWF and 
MERRA.

3  Can the S2S models capture the observed 
connection between October snow 
and the vortex?

As discussed in the introduction, Eurasian snow may lead to 
surface predictability at 2 month leads through an enhanced 
snow → Western Eurasian high → enhanced planetary wave 
flux → weak vortex → negative AO chain of associations. 
We now consider whether the S2S models capture this chain 
of effects. We begin by considering whether the forecast 
systems simulate a mid-tropospheric ridge over Western 
Eurasia.

Figure 2 shows the difference in 500hPa height between 
forecasts initialized during more extensive snow cover as 
opposed to forecasts initialized during less extensive snow 
cover in late October for the ECMWF forecast system using 
the snow albedo criteria to determine anomalous snow cover. 
In the second week of the integrations, a ridge appears in 
Western Eurasia (near the red square) in both the ECMWF 
forecasts and in reanalysis data. This ridge persists beyond 
week 3 in the reanalysis data, but is shorter-lived in the 
ECMWF forecast system.

We now compare across the four forecast systems and 
focus on 500hPa height over the region 55–65 N and 35–65 
E (the red boxed region in Fig. 2) in Fig. 3a, b. The thick 
black line in Fig. 3a shows the high–low snow difference 
for the ECMWF model in this region for each week using 
the albedo criterion, and dots indicate that the composited 
response to high versus low snow is significantly differ-
ent using a Student’s t test. The thick black line in Fig. 3b 
shows the high–low snow difference in MERRA after sub-
sampling MERRA to match the dates used to compute the 
thick black line in Fig. 3a, and dots indicate that there is 
a significant difference between the reanalysis and mod-
eled response to snow upon applying the Monte Carlo test 
described in Sect. 2. Consistent with Fig. 2, the ECMWF 
forecast system simulates a ridge over Western Eurasia in 
response to enhanced snow albedo in week two of similar 
strength to that observed. The NCEP model (green) also 
successfully simulates this ridge in week 2 and 3, but the 
BoM (blue) and CMA (cyan) models do not. The lack of 
a response in BoM and CMA is consistent with the rapid 
decays of snow cover extent anomalies in Fig. 1c, d as 
compared to ECMWF and NCEP (Fig. 1a, b). In the fifth 
forecast week, there is a statistically significant difference 
between the Western Eurasian ridge in all forecast systems 
as compared to that observed. NCEP also simulates a ridge 
in response to enhanced snow cover for initializations in 
early November (Figs. 4a,b, 5a, c, e).

As discussed in Garfinkel et al. (2010), a ridge in this 
region constructively interferes with the climatological 
stationary wave-1 and wave-2. Figure  3c, d considers 
whether the sum of wave-1 and wave-2 500hPa heat flux, 
a proxy for upward propagating tropospheric planetary 
wave flux, is enhanced in response to enhanced snow 
cover. The NCEP model and the ECMWF model success-
fully simulate enhanced planetary heat flux in week 2 (in 
agreement with the case study of Orsolini et al. 2016), but 
the enhanced heat flux does not persist for later periods. 
A similar increase in planetary-wave heat flux is evident 
at 100 hPa for the NCEP model and the ECMWF model 
(Fig. 3e, f), though the increase in 100hPa heat flux in 
NCEP is somewhat smaller than that in ECMWF even 
though the increase in 500hPa heat flux is larger in NCEP. 
This tendency for weak upward propagation in NCEP for 
late October initializations is not evident for early Novem-
ber initializations (Figs. 4c, 7e), and hence may not reflect 
an actual model bias. In contrast, both the BoM and CMA 
forecasting systems fail to simulate enhanced heat flux at 
either 500 hPa or 100 hPa for late October initializations, 
consistent with the lack of a response in Western Eurasian 
height. Even in NCEP and ECMWF, the enhanced wave 
flux is shorter lived than the observed enhanced wave flux, 
consistent with the relatively fast decay of the Western 
Eurasia ridge. It is also worth noting that NCEP simulates 
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a subpolar North Pacific low in response to enhanced snow 
cover for initializations in early November as observed in 
the first two weeks after initialization (Fig. 5a–d), and such 
a low has also been linked to enhanced wave driving of the 
vortex (Garfinkel et al. 2010).

Does the enhanced wave flux in the NCEP and ECMWF 
forecasting systems affect the stratosphere? Figure 6a, b 
shows the U10 response to snow for late October initiali-
zations, while Fig. 7a, b is similar but for early November 

initializations. The only forecasting system which shows a 
weakened vortex in response to enhanced October snow cov-
erage is ECMWF for the albedo criterion (in thick black), 
though for later lags the response in ECMWF is too weak. 
In contrast, only the NCEP model shows a strong response 
to snow cover for initialization dates in early November 
(green in Fig. 7a). The CMA and BoM models fail to show 
any stratospheric response to snow cover, though they are 
able to persist the slightly weaker vortex for early November 

Fig. 2  Anomalies (high snow-
extent–low snow-extent) in 
Z500 for initializations between 
October 16 and October 31 in 
the ECMWF model in the a, b 
first week, c, d second week, 
e, f third week, and g, h sixth 
week after initialization. The 
right is for MERRA subsam-
pled to match the dates chosen 
for ECMWF. Difference-of-
means between more snow 
initializations and less snow 
initializations that are statisti-
cally significant at the 95% 
confidence level as given by a 
Student-t test are denoted with 
dots. The zero-line is indicated 
in black. The 70m contour of 
the climatological eddy height 
field is indicated in green. The 
region 35 E–65 E,55 N–65 N is 
indicated with a red box
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initializations for the duration of their integration (Fig. 7a). 
Results are similar for Z10 (Fig. 6c, d): the ECMWF and 
NCEP models indicate that more extensive snow cover leads 
to relatively higher polar-cap heights and a weaker vortex for 
initializations in late October and early November respec-
tively, but the low-top models BoM and CMA simulate no 
such effect (and if anything an opposite signed response for 
late October initializations).

Previous work has shown that stratospheric anomalies 
can precede those at the surface (Baldwin and Dunkerton 
1999; Polvani and Kushner 2002; Limpasuvan et al. 2004; 
Sigmond et al. 2013; Kidston et al. 2015), and we now con-
sider whether the mid-stratospheric response in NCEP and 
ECMWF is followed by a response lower down. While the 
ECMWF forecasting system captures an effect on Z10, it is 

significantly weaker than that observed in weeks 5 and 6, and 
the modeled effect weakens for Z100 and disappears entirely 
for Z500 (thick black in Fig. 6e–h). Hence there is no clear 
evidence of downward propagation or surface impacts from 
the stratosphere. Consistent with this, Fig. 2g, h shows that 
while a negative AO was observed following higher snow 
cover in reanalysis data, no such response is evident in the 
ECMWF forecast system. The NCEP model captures a 
strong effect for both Z10 and Z100 (green in Fig. 7c, e), 
but the impacts in the troposphere are only strong at early 
lags and disappear at later lags (green in Figs. 7g and 5g, 
h), though note that the observed response to altered snow 
in early November also does not resemble an AO pattern.

Both the NCEP and ECMWF forecast systems simulated 
a weaker lower stratospheric vortex in response to more 

Fig. 3  Difference between high snow-extent and low snow-extent 
(high snow-extent–low snow-extent) for 4 different S2S models as a 
function of forecast week for reforecasts initialized between October 
16 and October 31. Difference-of-means between high snow-extent 
and low snow-extent that are statistically significant at the 95% con-
fidence level as given by a Student-t test are denoted with dots on 
the left column; for the right column dots indicate that there is a 
significant difference between the modeled and observed response 
to snow cover as given by the Monte Carlo test described in Sect. 2. 
The number of reforecast ensemble members for each model and 
snow composite is indicated on the figure legend. a, b 500 hPa geo-

potential height over Western Eurasia, defined here as 35 E–65 E, 55 
N–65 N (red box on Fig. 2) in order to capture the region where the 
observed response to anomalous snow peaks; Area-weighted average 
of wavenumber 1 and 2 heat flux ( v′T ′ ) at c, d 500 hPa and e, f 100 
hPa from 40◦ N to 80◦ N. Thick black and thick cyan curves are for 
the snow albedo criterion for CMA and ECMWF, while thin lines 
are for the snow depth water equivalent criterion for all four forecast 
systems. Left column is for the S2S models and the right column is 
for MERRA subsampled to match the specific dates included in each 
composite for each model
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extensive snow cover after ∼ 5 weeks, though no tropospheric 
response followed. Figure 8 considers whether these two mod-
els are capable of capturing downward coupling from the lower 
stratosphere to the surface, neglecting any possible factor that 
may have led to the weaker vortex to begin with. Specifically 
Fig. 8 shows the correlation between polar cap height at 100 
hPa in week 5 and sea level pressure anomalies in week 6 
for initializations in November. In ECMWF the correlations 
peak at around 0.6, and so more than a third of the variance 
is shared. Such a correlation is (if anything) larger than that 
observed (perhaps due to overly persistent vortex anomalies in 
the parent model; Orsolini et al. 2018), and hence the lack of a 
tropospheric response in ECMWF is more due to the weakness 
of the stratospheric response. In contrast, NCEP struggles with 
downward coupling for November initializations (though for 
forecasts initialized later in winter, correlations are similar to 
that observed, Schwartz and Garfinkel 2020), and hence the 

lack of a tropospheric response in NCEP to snow may be due 
to a model inability to represent a tropospheric response to a 
weakened lower stratospheric vortex (regardless of its source) 
in early winter.

4  Discussion and summary

October Eurasian snow cover appears to have modu-
lated extratropical surface climate 2–3 months later via 
its polar stratospheric teleconnection (Cohen et al. 2007, 
2014; Henderson et al. 2018), and previous studies have 
indicated that the snow-vortex connection may provide 
skill for subseasonal and seasonal forecasting (Orsolini 
et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019). While previous studies focus-
ing on individual models have reported success in the 
ability of models to capture the lagged surface response 

Fig. 4  As in Fig. 3 but for initialization between November 1 and November 15
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to snow cover variability via the stratosphere, previous 
multi-model studies using climate models have reached 
less encouraging conclusions. Here we consider whether 
models participating in the Subseasonal-to-Seasonal (S2S) 
Prediction project (Vitart et al. 2017) successfully simulate 
an enhanced snow → Western Eurasian high → enhanced 
planetary wave flux → weak vortex → negative AO chain 
of connections over the past few decades. Because the ini-
tial model state resembles the observed state, we can track 
the stages in the development of the response to snow and 

pinpoint where models fail, while in free-running climate 
models diagnosing the location of model failure is less 
straightforward.

None of the S2S models analyzed in this work are able 
to capture the full range of associations between enhanced 
snow and the negative NAO around 2 months later. The vari-
ous models fail in capturing the suggested pathway at differ-
ent points. The BoM and CMA models fail both to maintain 
the snow cover anomalies beyond the first 2 weeks and to 
simulate a Western Eurasian tropospheric response to snow 

Fig. 5  As in Fig. 2 but for 
NCEP initializations between 
November 1 and November 15
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cover anomalies, and hence the lack of a response may not be 
due exclusively to the low model top. The NCEP model was 
able to capture the Western Eurasian tropospheric response, 
the subsequent enhanced heat flux, a weaker vortex, and then 
downward propagation to the lower stratosphere. However 
the signal did not then propagate downwards into the tropo-
sphere, and more generally the troposphere in the NCEP 
model is not sensitive enough to early winter stratospheric 
conditions. The strong response for NCEP was evident more 
for early November initializations and not for late October 
initializations when the observed response is stronger. For 
late October initializations, the NCEP model had trouble 
capturing upward propagation of wave flux from 500 to 100 
hPa, and consistent with this the subsequent stratospheric 
response was weak. Finally, the ECMWF model was able to 
capture the Western Eurasian tropospheric response, the sub-
sequent enhanced heat flux, and a weaker vortex at 10hPa, 
but the subsequent downward propagation was too weak and 
little tropospheric response was evident. Note, however, that 
while there is an observed tropospheric NAM response five 
weeks after the late October initializations, the observed 

tropospheric NAM response peaks in January (Cohen et al. 
2007) after these hindcasts have ended.

Two models made available multiple snow products 
(CMA and ECMWF), and while the CMA forecast system 
fails to simulate a strong response to either snow product, 
the ECMWF forecast system indicates a strong response to 
snow in late October only for the albedo product but not for 
the snow water equivalent product. In other words, ECMWF 
initializations in late October with extensive snow coverage 
but a thin snowpack indicate a significant vortex response as 
compared to initializations with opposite signed anomalies, 
while ECMWF initializations with a patchy but deep snow-
pack indicate little vortex response as compared to initializa-
tions with opposite signed anomalies. The primacy of albedo 
suggests that snow thermodynamical feedbacks are relatively 
unimportant in comparison to radiative effects in late Octo-
ber, at least for the ECMWF forecast system, though future 
work is needed to confirm this conclusion. In contrast, in 
early November no response is evident to either snow prod-
uct in the ECMWF forecast system after the second week. 
The reduced importance of albedo in early November could 
be due to the fact that incoming solar radiation is rapidly 

Fig. 6  As in Fig. 3 but for a, b 
zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦ N, 
10 hPa; area-weighted average 
of geopotential height from 70◦ 
N to the pole c, d at 10 hPa, e, 
f at 100 hPa, and g, h at 500 hPa
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decreasing, and thus there is little sensitivity to changes in 
albedo in early November.

Even though the NCEP and ECMWF models capture a 
Western Eurasian tropospheric response to snow cover anom-
alies in the second week after initialization, this ridge is too 

short-lived. Garfinkel et al. (2019) also found that these same 
S2S models fail to maintain ridging over Western Eurasia if 
initialized with such a ridge. It is possible that model defi-
ciencies in e.g. the representation of Western Eurasia block-
ing (biases are present in CMIP5 models and also in some 

Fig. 7  As in Fig. 6 but for ini-
tialization between November 1 
and November 15

Fig. 8  Correlation between 
polar cap height at 100 hPa in 
week 5 and sea level pressure 
anomalies in week 6 for initiali-
zations in November in NCEP 
and ECMWF. Dots indicate a 
null hypothesis of no correla-
tion cannot be rejected at the 5% 
confidence level
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high resolution models, Masato et al. 2013; Dunn-Sigouin 
and Son 2013; Schiemann et al. 2017) may contribute to the 
weakened response in this region in the first few weeks of the 
hindcasts and subsequently may contribute to the weakness 
of the AO response. On the other hand, NCEP simulates a 
ridge in response to enhanced snow cover for initializations 
in early November that is stronger and more persistent than 
that observed (Figs. 4a, b, 5a–f). A thorough investigation of 
whether the S2S models are capable of accurately simulating 
blocking frequency and duration is beyond the scope of this 
work.

It is worth noting that it is possible that the failure of any 
of the models to capture the full observed response may not 
solely reflect model deficiencies, but rather the observed 
apparent effect may have been enhanced by unrelated vari-
ability. The observed effect is non-stationary in time (Peings 
et al. 2013), and only emerged since the 1970s and peaked over 
the period 1991–2010 (Peings et al. 2013), before collapsing 
since 2013 (supplemental figure 1 of Henderson et al. 2018). 
Hence the composited response in reanalysis data in this paper, 
which only includes the period in which S2S data are avail-
able, may be an overestimate of the “true” magnitude of the 
response to snow forcing that would be inferred from a longer 
observational record (Henderson et al. 2018). Comprehensive 
climate models also cannot reproduce the observed apparent 
2-month lead linkage between autumn Eurasian snow cover 
and the winter mean AO (Hardiman et al. 2008; Furtado et al. 
2015), including some studies with controlled forcings (Peings 
et al. 2017), and this study shows that high-top subseasonal 
forecast models also suffer from a too-weak response if obser-
vations are taken at face-value (in apparent agreement with 
Li et al. 2019). A small signal-to-noise ratio clearly requires 
a large ensemble of realizations when exploring the remote 
extratropical atmospheric response to a boundary forcing, and 
our ensemble sizes of between 100 and 200 events (for models 
other than BoM) may simply be too small. Nevertheless, two 
of the four models analyzed here simulate at least qualitatively 
several of the large-scale effects found in reanalysis data that 
are most closely linked to the snow anomalies, and these are 
the two models that have been shown to perform better in 
their simulation of other aspects of the stratospheric circula-
tion (Garfinkel et al. 2018, 2019; Rao et al. 2019; Domeisen 
et al. 2020a, b). Hence the underlying mechanism is likely real.
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